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This report investigates the validity, of prediction equations based on ACT test scores.and high
school 'grades. It presents separate results for-prediction -equations based, oh ACT vesi scores
,onlY, on high School 'grades only, and on both kinds of predictioh jointly. It älsoiiincludes a
discussion of the relationship between the .validityôf thzprediction eqUations and the length of
time they have beea in-use. . . . . . .

,.. v. . .. . .

The study is based on data,collected from a si'andom sample Of 260 colleges at participated ifi
the ACT Research Services from 1972-73 to 1976-7. Separate.prediction equations for each
college were caldulated 'from data.for the years:1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75, and ii)75-76. These

- prediction' equations were then applied to data from 1976-77 freshmen, and tke predicted and
. actual grade,s were compared. .

... e % ,
,

r.,

*
The accuracy ol the prediction equations based on ACT test scores ahd-Oh school grades
jointly was quite stable over time. The meah absolute error of predictionrariped from .53,to .55
over the four years: the proportion Of Students whose predicted grade waS'within .20 of their
'earned grade ranged from .2410 .25; and the cross-validated correlation ranged from .55 to .56,

similar stability was noted in the accuracy of grade predictions a-males and females
separately.

Grade .predictions based .only on ACT tes scores had a slightly smpikr mean absolute eri.ori
than grade predictions based only on high school grades, and showed slightly.greater stability
over iime. Thee Meein absolute error of/predictions based only on test sbores Was about .57 for
the whole four-year period..Forjiredictions based only on high:school grades, the mean
absolute error ranged from .57/to .60 over the foUr-year period. 7' .

One can conclude thai alg.OUgh most colleges experience soMe change in theirdents'
aófclemic abilities, their' curricula, or their grading practices.Over a period of timl, freShman
grade average can ipinoSt calles be accurately predicted using'equations 'as old as four years. It
is ACT policy t.hat 'colleges tTpdate their prediction. equations at least every three years if they.
are to receivegrade. predictions for future applicante Th0 data from this 'study suggest that

rnore frequent revision is not generally necessary. In consklering whetherrevision of equations
rs necessary before the required date, coller researtheriShould, of course:determine whether
some change has occUrred which Would necessitate..41 early revision.

..
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THE VALIDITY ovp TIME OF COLLEGE:FRESHMAN GRADE PREDICTiON EQUATIONS

sRidhard Sawyer
, E. James Maxey

. .

A problem commonly, encountered in predicting
college frestitan grades. from standardized test-

. scores and hi4h school. grades is the validity o:fer
time of the prediction equations. Chahges.over tirrie
in the di4ribUtion Of. ability amOng entering stp-
dents, in o.colle'ge's entranCe requirements, in its
freshman.,.currichlum, and irl,itociOrs' grading
pOlicies be7great enbugh tolnake old-predic-
tion- ations .ifiaccur,ate. Deterioration ' of
the accuracy of. grtde- rtlreictions,, has obviblit
negative implicationS;f6r bdth. cOlreges ahd
students: On the -etheek .collecting..and

s, reporting the data neede4 to revise 'prediction
equations can ;be expensive, and-time-Consuming.
Therefore, many college. .resear&brs -w6uld
naturally want .to use prediction equations as long
A possible before urpating them.

,

Td:accommOdate the-tirqe Schedules .of colleges',
ACT updates its prediction equations eaclq fall
using data' collected froirK studonts who were

shme6' in the pr,evious year. Prediction equations
.-- e, therefore, based on freshmanvades-that are at

'least one year old. B'ecause Moat students who take
-t}id ACT Assesqrnent the.lfall'of one Veer will be
;college fresfirrlen in the-410- of the .next 'year,

; weighi§, are .typically Calculated from .

college gr des.that are at least twoyears;Olde than
s, :

0.r

..

.

;

the grades being predicted. To minimize the. error -
from out-of-date equations, AbT requires colleges
to partibipate(in its predictive..research serVices at
least once every three Years if they wish to continue
to receive 5 rade predictions, for future applicants.
Thus, predicted grades.are typically based ori data':
that ard two to four years older-then the grades'

. .

being bredicted.

The primary purpose of this report is to document
the relationship between the validity andthe age.of
grade prediction eqiiktions based on ACT Assess-

'ment'test scores and high schoOl grades. A second
purpose. is to summarize the validity of locally
developed grade prediation 'equations' based on
ACT test scores only; o.n high 'school grades only,
an,d on both kinds of predictors jointly: A third
p r ose is to suggest various techniques for
evaluatin I prediction equations: .

Prediction equations were calculated for a
probability sample qf individual colleges using data
from the years 1972-73; 1973-74, 1974-75, and
1975-76. The predicted rades from these
equations were then compared' with the actual
freshMan grades earned in- 1976,77, .and the
comparisons are stated in ..terms that are easily
interpreted and used.

Previous Research .

.
- a` ,

ThOte is relativeiy ,littie published rtsearch on the
rate at' which predictiVe accuracy,declines over
tiMte. Ffrills.Klock,.and.,,Bush .(1965) compared the

.pixedicted and .eairied 'grades pf.. tudents . at ieven
? colleges in orgia over i.three-yearperiod. They.,knind thaVf average correlatioh betwedn the Perrin and Whitney (1976) studied the ACT sCores1

n grade;average and the actual high school grades., and freshman grades from a
. grade 'average one and tWo'years Fater was .64 and k 1 national sample of, studen,t records. They found

..

.60. respectirly. The average correlation between very little difference in the accuracy of expectancy
fresflman grade-tverage and'predictors in the base / tablestwo and three years older than the trestman
year waV6.7. P

,
4 grade exPectancies they were predicting.-i -.4,-. . --.---s: , .,4 ,

i t

Bqiers and k4beb (1972) found that in presetictirig.,
,

grab% for frctsnmen at the University qf Illinors, the
., ,

'-... 4
i.. ,

am.

weights for ACT Composite sc.ores were unstable
over a.five-year period They.found that the weight
for Iiigh school percentile rank as a predictor of°.

.. freshman .grades was'more Stable.
,
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The ACT.
4

The ACT Assessment Program'is a comprehensive
evaluative, guidance: and placement service for
students and educators involved 1-n-the transition of ..
students frdm high" school toicohege. This program
is based on the ACT Assessment, which consists of
four aCademic Jests,. elfTreported hrgh school.
grades, the Student.Profile Eection (SPS), and the

, ACT interest Invento.ry The program apo includes
number of supporting research set:vides,

scribed below.. r

sessment Prooram

The four academic tests of the ACT Assessment
measure abilities. in the subject areas traditiopally
identified With college and high gchoOl progkams:
English. mathematics:social studies, and natural
sciences The English Usage Test measures
students understankfing and use of the basic
elements of correCt and effective .writing: the
Mathematics Usage Test measures their mathe-
matical reasoning and problem-solving ability: the
Social Studi.s ,Reading Test measures the
-problem-solvi.ng skills required in the social
studies. the Natural Science Reading Test mea-
sures the critical reasioning and problernsolVing
skills required in the natural sciences. The
ar.ithmetic averageof the scores on these four tests
is the ACT Composite.score, which is often used as
a measure of overall acadernit ability. ACT test
scores are reported on a standard scale that ranges
from 1 to 36. More detailed descriptive and
technical information about ACT test Scores can be
found in the Technical Report for the ACT Assess-
ment Program (1973).

4

When students register for the ACT Assessrnent
Program, they report the last grade.received in each
of the four subject areas prior to the senior year of
high school. The arithmetic average of these four.
gradesdefined as the high school averagepro-
vides another measUreof overall academic abihty.
Maxey and Or.msby." (1971) . imvestigated the
accuracy.,of self-reported high. school grades and
found that about 78% of the students reported their.
grades ,correctly.

Another component -of. the .ACT *Assessment
Program is the Student 'Profile Section (SPS)..
Through 'the SPS, students provide information
about ,their background. extracurricular aecom-
phshments2 special academic peeds, housing
.plans, financial peed; planned major.. and car,e0r.
plans. Students complete -the .SPS 'when they.
register for. the ACT Assessrrent.

The ACT Interest Inventory Measures students.
preferences for job-related activities in six basic
intereSt dimensions: Science, Creative Arts, Social
SerVice.,-- Business Conta4t, Business Detail, and
Technical. Students complete the,Interest. Inven-
tory when they.register for the ACT Assessment:

Information frOm all these sourcesthe ACT tests,*
high school godes. SPS, and Interest I nventory=is
organized into fndividual Student Profile Reports
sent to stUdents and colleges. With the summary
informaion frovided bithe StUdent Profile Report,
s'tudents afld educators can make 7 informed
decisions and plans.

The ACT Predictive Reseaich Services

ACT offers without charge to colleges two general
pl ans. for predicting freshman grades. Each plan is
designe'relto meet the varying needs and resources
)of colleges which. use ACT data.

4e')

Thetasic Research Serviece requires minimal effort
by a collegein reportingslata. TO participate in tipe
Basic. Research Service, college personnel.Sim ly
mark, on a computer-generaied roster the pve all
grade point averages of each of their freshmen. A
nionirnurn data 'base of vo records is.-requIred.
Through. fr Basic Research Service, a college can

2

obtain predictions of Overall ffeshman grade
average baSed on the four AGT testscores and the
high school average. If they Save data tor at least
100 students of each sex, colleges can also obtain
separate prediction ..equaticns 'for 'males and,
females. IDUring the 1-9.77-A aCademic year, 461
colleges reported grades for 126,880 freshmen

. through the Basic Research Service.'

;
The. Standard' ResearCh Servico_45 'designed f
colleges . that want to predict sPecific course
.grades. develop prediction *equations for sub-

."
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groups:of students., ,or use .predictors other .than
ACT test scores and highschooljgrades. A large
variety of research studies can be accorrimoddted.
by the Standard Re,search SerVice Data can be'

supplied either through punched cards, optiCally
scahhed cards; or magnetic tape. During 1977'-78,
185 colleges. reported grades 'for'150,998 Students
through the Standard Research Service.

Data Base

,This study is based on a sample from a data base
consisting of.student records submitted by mstitu-
tions.throcigh their participation in ACT's predictive
research services. The institutions represe.nted in
this data base participated in the ACT predictive
research services in the academic year 1976-77 and
m one or more of the .academic years 1972-73,
1973-74. 1974-75, and 1975-76.. Therefore, *the
grades earned by the 1976-77 freshmen'.at .these
institutions 'were avarlable for comparison with
grades predicted from equations developed in one
or more of the four preceding years. There are -6-05
colleges represented in the data base.'

Because the data in the'study were_collected from
colleges participating inACT's predictiVe research
servicea, in some respects they are not representa-
tive of students nationally:

Colleges using the ACT Assessment are located
.rnainly in the' Rocky ,M9untains, Great Plains,
South, and Midwest with comparatively fewer in
-the .E.ast, Northeast and on the West Coast.

Privately controlled institutions, are relatively
upderrepreseAted among Colieges.that use the
AcT Assessment. and pubhcly coritrollea
tibns are overrepresented..

Because participation in ACTs égearch serYices
is voluntary, t-he data base ia self-selected eyen

-among colleges that usq the ACT Assessment
Program

I{

The resUlts of the; study are, therefore, not
necessarily representative of the results that would
be obtained if data from all colleges in the nation
could somehow be c011ected.. One ahould be
cautious, therefore, in applying the results to
instituitions which.do not use the ACT Assessment
or do not participate in ACT's predictive research
services. Nevertheleas, the study will suggest major
trends and extend.knowledge in this area beyond
the results available tO date.

To, maximize the number Of colleges from which
.data were available, the variables used in the
predictions were restricted to the following
specifications: overall grade average as criterion,

igh school grades and ACT scores as prediCtors,
d subgrouping.oc sex.

. \
.

.

Most of the grade averages in this study are-from
. the .first semester of the freshman year:Colleges

participating in some of ACT's research services do
have the optioh of pooling grades -from previous
years or reporting .grade averages based orr.the
entie 'freshman year. ACT does not maintain

' records of individual colleges choice of criteria.-
HoWeVer, from examihihg production. volumes
throughout the year, we. estimate that Over 60% of
the colleges in'the data base reported first semester
grades for the current academic year, and the rest
either reported first year cumulative grade averages
ot pooled data from previous years. ,

Sample Design

. -

To reduce the computatiortal costs of this study,
weights were calci:ilated and prediction equations
Were cross-validated on a. probability sample- of
reCords scGcted, from the 'above data base: The
sampling-was carried out in two stages.

First:a random sample of 260 colleges was selected

from thv 605 colleges in- the data base. ,Weights
were eemputed from all student recordslisubmitted

-.by. these 260' institutions in The academic years
-1972-73, 1973-74, 1974-75, and 1975-76. Observe
that nbt every institution supplied data in every--
year:The number of colleges by year. in7the data
base and sample is displayed in Table 1

3



Year

1972-73./
1973-74

1974-75

1975-76

1976-77

TAB(E 1
.

. .

Summary of Data Base,and 'Sample for:.Crois-Validation Study
'. ..."---- .

Number of '- Number of,
'Colleges in colleges

data.base in sample

451

484

' 494

520

605

187

203

207

211

260

Number of student Number 'of 1976-77
records for student records

computing lights for cross-validation

6

. 97,985_ 13,732

114,33i 15,589

108,118 .15,412

109,207 15,384

ror each college in the sample, a random
subsample of the 1976-7-7 student records litas then
selected. The differences between- actual 41976-77
grades and predictions based on 1972-73 equa-.
tions, 1973-74 equations, and so on, were sum-

.. marized. Thus a cross-validation was made for*all of
the equations developed trom data in the four Oars
preceding 1976-77

At the time the stUdy was done, 1976-77 grades
were e:le most recent available for crossvalidating.
predicNn equations developed from earlier years:
data. Qorfipdtational costs prevented replicating
the sttidy using earlier base years and cross-

:validation years\

lt" was anticipated that the validity .or grade
predictiOns might vary according to differeaes in

*, the, compOsition arid affiliation of the colleges, By
taking note of.these differences when designing the
sample, it. was hoped that greater precision in the
inferences might be obtained. in this study,

-,.separate sampleS were selected- from strata of
colleges,determined by their control, type., and size.
The Stratifittition variables were:

The control of a college, pu'p.liC or private'.

e

The type of a coilege, as determined by the
highest degree level it offers:

Type 1: Two but less than four years ol work
beyond Grade .12includes junior.. colleges',
Jechnical institutes, normal.schoolS. c, '

Type 2: Only the bachelor's-or first professional
degreeincludes those institutionS offering
cburses of study leading to the customary

. "..,Liachelook of ArtS or Bachelor of Science degree
and all those degrees wbich entitle the posseslor
to enter the profession indicated. .

yi;leti 3: Mater's and/or second profession al
clegreeinclu'des those institutions offering the
customary first graduate degree and any degree
earned, in the same field after the. bachelor's br.
first'professional degree. This type of institution
does not offer the Doctor .of Philosophy or
equivalent degrees. .

Type 4: Doctor of Philosophy and equivalent
degreesincludes thos ttitutions which are

. considered .universities...

The size stratum for. a college, as determined by ?i;-
'the number of students for Which the college
reported 1976-774 freshman grades:

...



Category 1: 100 stuctents or fewer

sCategory 2: 101-200 students

Category 3: 201-500 Sydents

. Category 4: 501-1000 students

Categdry 5: 1001+ students

9.

Colleges do rtave the option of 'reporting grades for
a sample ot their freshman class, prpvided the
simple size is 100 or larger. Moreover, colleges can
pool-data from preVious years in order to.attain .the
required minimum sample size..Therefore, the size
Measure in this study is not .necessarily the same as
total freshmn ciasssize. HoweVer, for about 70%
of the institutions, the number of recordsp the data
base is within 300/0 of the estimated freshman
enrollment.

The subsampling rates for 19/6-77 records were a
'function of the Size 'strata for the college sample.

rre

TheSe subsampling rates and the .number of.
colleges selected -from each size steatorn are

-displayed in Table 2. .

These 's4mple sizes were chosen, to yield a 95%
chance that the mean absolute error (defined .

below) estimated from the sample would be within
the following limits *of the mean absolute error
computed.frorn all records jn the.data base:'

--1- .01 grade units Of the mean absolute error of all'
students in all".dol.leges. .

± .03 grade units of the mean absolutelerror for
all students in each size stratum., ;

The seCOnd condition was irrip.oed to permit the
use of the sample to Study threffects of college size
on predictive'accuracy (t-sults nof reported here).
Examination of the sampling variances estimated
from the data indicated that theSe precisions were
attained.

TABLE 23*

Stratification and Subsampling for the Crosi-Validation Study Sample
by Size Stratum

-

Size
stratum

ee

; Number of colleges
in data base

Number of colleges
in sample

Subsampiing rate
for 1976-77 records

100 or fewer 147

101:200

201-500

501-1000

Over 1000

221_

( 202

70

65

38 1/2

75 .1/4

63 1/4

44 . 1/6

40 , 1/16

Total 605 , 'e 266 .

.5
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Prediction Equations.

Nediction equations were calculated from the
1912-73, 1973-74, 1'974-75, and 197-76 data using
a standard four-variable multiple linear regression1
of 6ol1ege frethman grade average o.n the four ACT,
tiiist. Scores.

.

y al,

+a, ACT English score
,

ACT MathematicS.score

+a ACT Social Sttidies score

..;
+a4 ACT Natural Science scOrd

where a, a1, aN.,, al, and a4 are regression weights
calcut'ated from the .pase year .data. In the ACT
Standard Research Service this Prediction is called
the T Index.

Prediction equatiourwere also calculated using.

the four'. self-Vorted high school grade's only in
a multiple !mar regression,equation (H Index).

.

the average.of the T Index and H Index (the TH
. .Index)

;

4

the four.ACT test scoreSand the four high sChool
grades in an eight-variable mtiltiple finder
regression equation.

.

Past research has .sh9wn ,that the correlation
between the TH Index and fr6Oman college grade
avelrage is . only slightly legS than that,. for the
traditional eight-variable mull-1151e linear regression
equation (Technical Repbrt for the ACT AssOss-
ment Program., 19.73).

.
.

Previous research also suggest9 that the relation-- 1"
ship between high school grades, standardized test
scores, and freshman grade. average. differs far
males and females.(Te.chnica/ Report for the ACT
Assessment Program, 4973). "Moreover, collegle
often elect to receive separate predictionsby sex.
For these reasons, prediction equOons were
calcUlaied separately for ma* and females in each
college, as well'as for all students in a college..

Some colleges in the sample .submitted student
grade data without. identifying the sex of their
tudeRts, Therefore, the sdrn of the ..number, of
males and females from wijch the separate-sex
equations were computed is less than the total
Pumber of records from which the combined-sex
equations were comPuted.

Cross-Validation $tatittics

the difference between The predicted and, actual
1976-77 grade average for a student is called thd
error of prediction. The magnitude of this errdr,
ignoring -the direction, is called the absolute error
of prediction If the abpolute error of predictgn.is

.averagedever a group of Students (for exarng,e, all
the students in,A college), the resulting nuMber is
'called the moan absolute erthr (MAE) of prediction
in that group 6f students. This -statistic -has an .

immediate relevance to Ale. quality of gradp
predictions. For example, if The MIA.E in predicting
grade avvrage in a college is .45, then, op the
-average, there is an 'absoiLite discrepancy of .45
grade unit between the predicted and actual grade
averages in the college..

A related measuris of mediction quality lhat is
.sometimes used is the,mean squared error, which is
the average over a group of Students of the Squared

yd.

error if predictiOn..lt is'actually .this quantity that
the usual least-,squares regressiort;mbthods seek to
minimize. Becai.Ae the mean squared error is less
directly interpretable in practical terms than the
MAE, it- was not used here.

Another. Useful measur of the quality of prediction
for a group of studenrs is the proportion whose:
predicted grade i within a certain -range of the
Ictual grade. In this study we report the proportion
af students whose predicted..grade average is
within-0.20 grade units of actUal grad0 average; this
.proPortion will be denoted by the abbreviation P2P.
An absolute error of 0.20flrade units represents a
high degree of accuracy in prediction. The statistic
P20, therefore, measures the proportiyn of students
for whom extremely accurate grade-predicitons
Were. possible. Some resedrchers may consider
prediction errors larger than 0.20 to be 'quite

et
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acceptable! analogous proportiotis (such as the
proportion Of students whose predicted . grade
average. is. Within 0.50 grade units of the actuaL
gradepoint average) could be computed for. therki.
. .

Probably the -most .commonly used-- M,eaSure of
predictive. efficiency is -cross-ye-dated r, that is,
the Pearson Correlation between the predicted
and 'actual gfacies. Generally, this. coefficient
is compared with the correlation coefficient
calculated from the base ye& data to give an Ind!,
tation. of the aCturacy and stability of the
prediction equittions. Because it is so widely.used,
this statistic is reilorted.in addition to MAE and P20.

A limitation of 'this statistic is illustrated by the
hypothetical kata -in Figures la and lb. These plots
sugget- tharfalst conclusilos could result from
using cross-yahdated r as the sole measure of
prediction quality- In both cases, ctioss-vahdated r

e

4

\ -

c

1

Predicted glade average y
,

. - .

a . ,,, !,c' b.,
.

A.I to
. ii.-

. .4gure -1. Two situations rn whiah crossTVahdated r gives a false.indication of,prediction qualitk

c,

Vit

4
'

. .

near. 1, yet in both.cases the prediction is not-very
good.. In the fitst instance, the predicted grades are
cohsistently too low; in the setond, they' are-
S;stematically too lbw for low-ranking Stadents and
too high for nigh-ranking:students. Thus,
Cross-vahdated r does not guarantee success in,
predictibn. A low value otcross-validated r wi4 indi=
cate poor. prediction, however, because:. if the
prediCted arid actual gradeS have little linear.
relatiohship,they. cannot be very close, fp each_ )

Other. ./

A lustificaiion sometimeS adVancect for the
/correlation' coefficient is that r' measures the
propdrtiOnal decrease in squared error from that
wnich 'Would result if the mearr grade were
'predicted jor each _student. Similarly, r. 'lakes into
account the effect on prediction due to the inherent
vanability. of students' gradps.

tn.

4. ci

Predicted, grade average Y

4
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Comyutatione ,
-

. l e. I , ..

The prediction equations and. trOss-validatign. .computed .by hand. In -all cases,, the crosa-
statistics for pach college Akere computed by a' validation statistics. for eacei college Were within
custom prOgrarn. uting .the IMSL subroutine , ± ...WI of each otherand in arnajority of.asesihey

..
. .. Jpackage (IMSL,1977). The'program was tested on . were within ± .0001. . -

- data frQrr three colLeges over a three-yearperiod. .
..

Every computation on these'data was compared .The cross-validation statistics from each college
with one obta'ined from the SPSS .statiStical Wer.e,ummarized through SPSS routines. TheOata.
package (Nie, Hali, Jenkins., .Stembrenner, and 'were weighted to take into acCount the differential .

.Brent, 19.75/ and, where feasible, with. one' ' . sampling rates in the iarious Strata.

.0;

The results ot the analyses are displayed in Tables
4a-4t1, 5., and 6. They indicate that for

.sti)der?ts.as a *whole (irrespective ortheii college),
the dccuracy of" all our kinds of prediction
equations was quite stable over the ..four-year

*perioct studied. Th'e same is generally true of the
accuracy of the prediction equations-for colleges,
alth4,ugh a few' inctividual-Colleges dd show some
IC stability

Results

4/
Tables 3a-3d display tne cross-validation statistics

for aH students iythe samPlp. Over the four year.

Grpup

Total group

' Males .

Females

.4
6

period, there is no marked increase Or deOreasiins-
any of the three statistics for the four kinds .of
predictions. For the T, Index, MAE for the ,totl
group of students is about .57, Pk is .2 -2.3, and.r
15..48-.49. For the H Index, there is slightly more
peterioration over time: MAE. ranges' from .57-.60,

.°P20fr1om .21-.23, and r. from .49-.51.The Tilt-Index
predictions pve an MAE of .54-.55, a P20 of .23-.24,
and an r of .55-.56. The eightrvariable regression/

..equations sh-pwed. virtually the same results: MAE
. from .53-.55, P20 from .24-.25, anii r from .552.56...

TABLE 3a

frt

Accuracy of Prediction of 1976-77 ,.ident Grade Average
from Equations Developed in Years TIS72-73 through 1975-76

(I-Index-ACT Test SCores Only)
_

Cross-validation
statistic

P20

r

Year in which,prediction equation was developed

. 1972-73 1373-74 1974-75 1975-76

.MAE

P20

I. tr:
. .

r. MAE
P20r.

.57

.23 .

.48

.21

.43

.56.

.22f.

.53

t
'.57

.22

.48

.61

:20'

.43

.55

.50

.57 .57

.23 .23

.49 .49

.60 .61

.21. . .21

.43 .43

.55 .55ff

.25

.51 .51.

,1

44,b-
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- 3b .f.

Atcuracy of Predictio of 1.976-77, Student Grade Average
,

EquatiOnii3eyeloOd in Veen; /97273 through.1105.-76
1

V

a

4.

. -
. (H Index-WO .S chpol.GRades Only)

c

I "

,

Group:

4

Cross741idation
. statistic S.

Total group.
.

. Males

remalA°

' \
t's 2 :

. . .
. Year in which prediction equatioTwasAvetoped .,.

1972-73 11973r74, 1974-71 ''. 1975176 .- 41 R

.

) I 7 II
.

41. & ' V /* ,, ,. .',Ski, -
, . ,.MAE 6.60 .6 .59 IF= :57 -;. A . .57 "

P34 0 ..-....21 .21. .22 ,
4 ' .23

.49 , . .49 .50,.

0.4
P20:

r

MAE

P20

1
.,

:# -.62 : '. -,--6,1: ': ...60 .60. '..
.21i'. : .* ..20 .22 .. .21

:° ..
.46 ...- .46 .,

.4Q: '. \ .48
.... :

%., ,

.24 . .23 .24 I. ..24. :.-

.50 .53 .5'4.i. .53

4?-1- if
TABLE.3c

Accuricy of Prediction.of 1976-47:Student Grade Merage
fromEquafiohs Developed in Years 1972-73 through 1975-76

(TH Index)
A,

Grotip

-.*

Total. group

Males .

6

p. -

Fpfnales

° ,

-Year in which prediction equation wo developed,
tatistic ' 1972-73 1973-74 -1974-75 1975-76-

,.

IP .
;,

:MAE s .55 ',55
J .54 p.54

. ' P20 .23 ..23.
0 ,24 .24

r
..

. .55 .55 , iipv .56 . .56
, .

.
.

MAE .59 .59 :

P20
.

- ..22. .22 t .23,
r . - .50 .50 --4 .50..,

. .

.. kikE.' :53

. P20 ' . .24

.r.,
,

.56
,.

4...

.52

.24

.58

.52

.26

.59 .

.58

23

.52

:25

.59
.

3

7 0. '
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TABig 3d. .

AcCuraty of Prediction of 1976-77 Student Grade Average
froth Equations Developed in-Years 1972-7,3 through 1975-76

(Eight-Variable Multiple Linear RegresSion)

Cross-valid ion
statistic

-

. Year in %Stich prediction equation vias deieloped

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 197.5-7

Total ,group

Males

.

4

Females

MAE

P20

r

,
MAE

P201,

r,

,

.55 .54 .53 .54'

.24... . ,25 .24

:55 .56 .56 .56

.59 :59 .58 .58.

.22 . .23 .23 .1:23'
..50 .50 .51 '

.53 .52 .51 .51

.24 .25
I.

.57 .57 .59 .59

.

The T. Index predictions were somewhat more
stable .ol;er time than the H index predictions. Tfie
reasons for .this cannot be easily determined:but
cbuld be -related to ,.changes in high schoolt

.curricullim or inflation in high schopl grades.
k

Although. the H Index r's are slightly but constantly
larger thrri the T Index r's, ttre statistic§ MAE and
P20, indicate that, on, the javerage, the T. Index
"1 -esulted in shghtly better predictions than did.the H
'Index.. That the i-I Index r is larger that] the T Index r
IS consistent 'with earlier publfShed research (ACT
nchnical Report. 1973). Thesesults for MAE and
P20, however, suggest that- something like thedi-
Sauation illustrated in Figures la_and lb occurred
in many of_thia colleges.

.

. Further eXarnination of,- the prediCtion errors
revealed that the H Index predictiops based on the
1972-73;19731.74. 1974-75, anti 1975-76 data"under-
estimated the criterion on the 'average by .14, .10,

. . .04,1-and less than .01, respectively. The T Index
predictions based on data filom these four years
often overestimated thecriteriori, but by an average
of only .05, .05, :05: and '.03, retpectively. ThuS, the
H Index tended to underestimate the criterion; and.

C

-the amount of underestimation increased with the
ageof the prediction equation. The T Index tended
to overestimate the criterion, but by. a ' fairly
constant and small 'amount over time.

T . ear .

Prediction equatiOns developed for males and
females separately show the same stability, in
quality as the total group equations.' The
predictions tor females were somewhat more
accurate (eight-variable multiple regression MAE =
..51-.53, P20 = .24-.26, r .57-.59) thaIn the predic-
lions for males (eight-variable multiple regression
MAE = .58-.59, P20 = .22-.23, r =,.50-.51). This result
is consistentwith earlier analyses of. ACT grade
predictions (ACT Technical Report, 1973).

it should -be noted that these results .pertain to
separate-sex predictimi equations, ratherthan to-a
total group equation. The cress-validation results
fors. prediCtions made from combinedrsex . equa-.
tions; bowever, are virtually -identical _to those
for predictions made from the separate-sex
equations. This Would indicate that' there' is 'little'
verage 12enefit in developing sepa\rfte-sex
.equations.

N

10

.
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Tables 4a!40 displaY Ihe college Tnediang of the
cross-varidalion statistics. The -nbmbers in this
table show that measures of Precliction -citiality for
students across all. colleges are also"tyPical .of the

Group

Total group

Males

Females

Group

measures, of prediption quality for individual*
colleges. The samerAtabitity -in poiliction quality
over the four year's is evident:*

-

TABLE-4a

Median 'College Cross,Vaiidation Staiititics for Prediction EqUations,
.Developed from Dafi in Years 1972-73 through 1975-76

(T index-ACT Test Scores Only)
4

1

t.
Cross-validation

e ,

Year in which prediction equation was developed

statistic 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76

MAE .55 .56 .55' .55

%.423, .23 .22' .22.P20

- .
.48 .48 .48

.
.48

MAL .60 .61 .60 .60

P20 .22 ..20 .20

.44 I .42 .44 .42

MAE .54 .54 .53 .54
;

P20 .23 .24 .24. .23

.50 .52 -.53 .51

TABLE 4b

Median College Cross-Validation Statistici for Prediction Equations
Developed from Data in Years 19T2-73 through 1975-76

(H Index-Highl'School Grades @nly) r
. -a-

f
Year in which prediction equa tion was developedCross-validation

I statistic 1972-73 1973-74

Total group MAE

P20 ,21

r .'. .48

Males MAE .60

P20 .20

r .45

.

Females MAE .57

.P20 .21

r

,

.57

k.2-1

.so

.62

.20

.47

.54

1974.475 1975-76

.60 .54 ,

.23 .23

.49 .50

.59 .59

.21 .22

.45 .48

.53 .53

.24 , .23

..54 .55

1
*-
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-. TABLE 4c

edian College Cross-Validatfon Statistici for Prediction.Equations
Pe4eloped,from Data in tears 1972-73 through 197546

(TH lr)dex)

V.

Gtoklpf
r., .

T9ta.group

Males

Females

:

Group

ss-va.lidattOW ,

v. statis(ic'
4

Year in whicll prediction equation was developed

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76
A t

MAE .53 .54 :52 .52

P20 .24 .24 .24

..55 .56 .56

MAE .56 .59 .56 .56.

P20 .2. .21 ... .23 .23

.54 ..53 .65
4

MAE .52 .51 2.50 .50 .4.

P20 .24 r24 .25 .24

.58 ..60 .60 .59
4

TABLE 4d

Median College Cross-Validation Statistics for Prtdiction Equations,.
_Developed from Wta in Years 1972,73 through 1975-76

(Eight-Variable' Multiple Linear 'Regression)

s

't

Total group

Males

FemaleS

Cross-validation. Year in which prediction equation was developed

statistic 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75 .1975-76

.,

MAE .53 .53 .52 .51 :

P20 .24 .24 .25 .25
...

r .54 .55 . .56 , .56
I.

MAE .57 .6s0 .57 ..56
P20 ' .21 .21 .21 .23

. r . .52 .51 , .51 .51

MAE .52 .51 .50 i .52

.P20 .25 .- . .25. .26 i25
; .

r -, . .57 .57 5. .59
)

.58
, 1

I

12 ,t,,

55.
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Table 5 presents a frequency distribution of MAE -1973-74, and 1972-73-The results indicate that for
for the gight-varjable regresslon.among colleges ; most .colleges;, MAE is quite stable .,from yea 'to

- for the foui'yearsItudied. For about 72%-78% of the ,year. .The number of collree With glarggi. AE
; ...colleges4Ze MA Is 0:60'or lesi..Thus., the VAE from 1974-75-prediction equatibas than ftorp,1975-

reported in.Table 3d for stUdents over allcollegeS is 76 prediction equations, is approximately the same
fairly. typical of the MAEs in mos: colleges .indi- as the number of Colleges with g smaller MAE-frrim
yidually. For a ,small...p`roporlion. #(2%-4°/a) of. . 1974-75 'prediction equaticins than from 1.975-276
colleges,MAEs ip the range 0.80-1.10 occurred. equations. Moreover, about 99%.of the Offerefices

9.. ; 7-111:MAE are in the range -.10, to +.10, Slligitly more
The relativ stability of the qbality of predictions colleges have a larger MAE oni equations
over all students and colleges could mask developecr'in 1974-75, 1973-74; Or..t 912-73 than
instability in particular colleges, Table 6, w.hich 1975-76, but Joe' differences .in rs,14 are conden-
addresses this issue. is a freguen'cy distribution df trated in the range, of -.10 to summary,the
the 'sdifferences betWeen MAE_ for eight-Variable MAE for over.90% of the colle6ev remains stable,

. multiple regression-equations developectin 1975-76. even over a period .of four ye.ars:.
grid MAE for the equations developed in 1974775,

TAKE 5

PropOrtion.of Colleges with Various Ranges of Mean Absolute Error
in Predicting .1976-77 Fieshman Grade Point Avers&

(Eight-Variable Multiple Linear Regressial)

Range in MAE

Year in which prediction equation w s developed;

1972-73 197,3-74 1974-7 1975-76

0.0 0.1 .00 . 0 .00
0.1( 0.2 .00 .00 .00
0.2 .00 ..00. .001 ..00
0.3 0.4 .07 .12 .09 ,

0.4.- 0'75 ,
.31 .31 -.29

0.5 0 6 ..34 .44 .37 .33
0.6 - 0 7 .18 .21 .15 .13
0.7 0.8 .09 .05 .06 .05
0.8 0 9 .92 .02 .01 .02 '
0.9 1.0 .00 .00 .01
1.0 1.1 .00 .00 .01 .

mei

4

13 17.



TABLet
; Stability of Mean Absolute Error across Four Yearsr - .
proMilliona Of. Colleges with Various Differences in 'MAE frOm

v1975-76 ggirOtions'and MAE'from Equations Peveloped in Earlier Years, 41<'':.*---.' -. .
... \

(Eight-)./driable Multiple Linf,ear Regression) 4'.':'
.. ,

u

. .,-

litange of difference in MAE
from 1915-76 'equationti and

AE from older equatton

.-0.50 to -0.40
-0.40 to -0.30 1_

-0.30. to -0.20
-0.20 to -0.10
4.10 to 0.00 1
0.00 to 6.10
0.10 to 0.20
0.20 to 0.30
0.30 to 0.40 ?s.'7
0.4,0 to 0.50
0.50 to 'p.,60:

Earlier year in which predicilon wait' developed

. 1972-73

a

6,k

.00

.00 4

:00
.06
.63
.30
.00
.01:

,00
.00

..00

Suffimary and Conclusions

The sta'btlj
.

of predictieh'equations based on ACT .

.

scores aiE1,_ high school grades was investigated tor
strate4d.random sample or 260 colleges that

Participated in the ACT Research Seriices during,.
the peApd. of 1972-773 to 1976-77.. Separate"
predictidn equations 'tor . each college were
calcul*iffrom.data for the.years 1972-73, 1973-74;

v1974-7'5:-..and -1975-76 and applied to' 197d-77
fresh . Prediction errors for, 1976-7T. grade
ayer. -were then summarized.

.1 _
.1X

e?.!'

\ The results. inditate that 'for rrptist tudents, and
. colle0s,- the quality of the prediction equations is

quite*table over the four yeara.. The Mean absolute
error*prediction using an eight-variable rnultiplt.

Ay"

regreskon equation ranged from .5.3 toi.5§; the pro:
portiOn of stbdents whose predicted grade was
withift.20 of-their earne0 grade ranged frdm .24.to
.25; 'ind the cross-validated correlation: ranged
frorrW.55 ta 56. A similar stability wig noted in the
accur of predictions for males anCi females
usin arate-sex prediction equations.

ictions based on test sconit only had.a
lIfie 'mean absolule error than grade

1973-74..
r

;-7,

.

1747 5

.00

.00

.00

.03

.69

.28

.00
.00
.01

, .00
. .00

.00-
; .00

:01
.55
.44
.00 .

.01

.00

.00

.00

i

predictions bas¼ii high school grades only and
showed .slightly greater stability over time. 'The
mean.abstlute error' of .predictions based on test
scores only was about .57 kir the whole four year
period... For Predictions based on high school
grades only, it ranged from .67 .to .60 over the four
year period.

-

14

One can conclude from this study that although
most colleges eXperience' some change in th*
.studentS'. academic aVities, their curriCula, or
gradi.Ag practices ovet's period of time, freshman
gr?de average cah inambst cases.' be. accurately
pfedicted using equations which have been in use.
toir as long as tour,-years. It. is;ACT's policy that
colleges update their prediction:equations at least

.eVery three years if ,they are to receive grade
predictions for future applicants. The data from this
study suggest that moremfrequent 'revision is not
generally necessary. In considering whether
revision of equations is necessary .before the
required date, college researchers should, of
course, determine whether , some change ..Thas
occurred which would necessitate.an early:revision.
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